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Inspirées par l&#039;artiste polonaise Barbara Kobylinska, les
bouteilles recyclées sont transformées en de beaux oiseaux
sculpturaux ! Créez l&#039;oiseau à l&#039;extérieur de la bouteille
avec du papier aluminium, du ruban adhésif, des boules de coton et
des bandes plâtrées. Enfin, peignez les oiseaux avec des motifs
joyeux et des couleurs vives. GROUPE CIBLE : Enfants (CE1-6ème) et
cours optionnels

Hoe werkt het

1
Show the pupils the pictures of Barbara
Kobylinska's birds and talk about their shape,
expression, colours, patterns, etc.

2
Let the pupils draw sketches of their own birds.
They may colour them with Art Aqua liquid
watercolours - small works of art in their own
right ...

3
Add a few pebbles or similar in the bottom of
the recycled bottle so that the finished bird does
not fall over.

4
Build on the outside of the bottle with tinfoil and
shape the bird's tummy, bottom, neck and head.
You may hold the tin foil in place with masking
tape.

5
Cut the crown, comb, wings or points from thick
card and attach with masking tape.

6
Attach small cotton balls for the eyes using a
glue gun.
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7
You may attach small cotton balls onto the bird's
body with a glue gun. Make sure they are not
attached too close as you will need to get your
fingers in between the cotton balls when
covering the bird with the gauze bandage.

8
Cut the gauze bandage into small pieces,
moisten with water and apply all over the bird.
Make sure to apply the gauze bandage very
close to every attached detail on the recycled
bottle.

9
Leave to dry for approx. 24 hours.

10
Paint with an opaque craft paint. You may mix
the colours to make new shades. Work in
several coats, but allow each coat to dry before
the next. Leave to dry.

11
Make a pattern with small brushes. Use foam
stencil brushes for dots. Leave to dry.

12
You may want to add more patterns with Posca
markers.

13
You may use a hair dryer to shorten the drying
time between the coats of paint.

14
You may use small bamboo sticks for making
small dots.
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